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Love the Way You Move: Energy Savings in Transportation
Moving people on the ground is the single greatest use of transportation energy.
Most passenger trips in the U.S. are made by automobile. People looking for a chance to
bash ordinary Americans often sneer at the "American love affair with the automobile". I
have to admit there is an element of that; automobiles do have attractiveness beyond their
functionality. But in point of fact there are plenty of rational reasons Americans prefer
cars to other forms of passenger transport in most cases.
An overwhelming one is that journeying by transit often takes longer. For example, work
travel using public transportation takes about twice as long as private transportation
though there is only a slight difference in travel distance193.
There are comfort issues as well. Due to load management requirements the odds are you
will have to stand part of the way if traveling during rush hour. There is always the
chance of harassment or criminal victimization. Incidentally, most transit buses (as
opposed to long distance coach buses) get fewer passenger miles per gallon than most
automobiles147.
We have already discussed a transit system that does not have these problems - which
offers the convenience and comfort of automobiles at a reasonable cost – CyberTran
which would attract a lot of the passenger miles currently spent in automobiles. Cars
would still have advantages for physically heavy shopping, for work requiring significant
equipment, and for certain types of recreation - among others. 75% of passenger miles
traveled by auto in the U.S. are NOT subject to this limitation194. Allowing for a certain
amount of pure automobile love, it would not be unreasonable to guess that a superior
passenger transit system could attract 70% of the miles now traveled by automobile, light
truck, van or SUV. Many of the remaining miles could be part of car sharing or other
rental arrangements.
A reminder: the small light Cybertan cars run on cheaper tracks, keeping the total capital
cost of an CyberTran urban (or suburban) system (including elevated rail and guideways)
at about a tenth or less of the per seat cost of conventional light rail. The same light cars
also mean energy costs per passenger mile are better than conventional light rail as well.
CyberTran is a computer automated driverless system; routes are calculated on the fly,
meaning that passengers that will travel with either no or very few stops between their
departure and destination, and that transfers will be uncommon, and without long waits or
missed connections. Passengers will not need to wait more than five minutes for a car,
which will be available 24 hours per day, seven days a week. Seating is guaranteed;
passengers never need to stand. CyberTran may easily be made bicycle, wheelchair, baby
stroller, and package friendly.
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Given the combination of greater convenience to attract more passengers, and on the fly
optimization of routes it would not be unreasonable to assume that CyberTran cars in
operation will use a higher percent of their capacity than buses, maintaining an average of
four passengers per vehicle.
CyberTran cars consume about .106 kWh per passenger mile195. If that electricity comes
from hydropower, wind or other non-combustion sources (with a 20% loss to allow for
increased line losses), this is the equivalent of 330 passenger miles per gallon. Cars and
personal trucks combined averaged around 32 passenger miles per gallon in 2000147 .
CyberTran would transport passengers around 10 times more efficiently than
automobiles.
The way to implement CyberTran would be to begin replacing bus routes where it would
provide cheaper, faster, more comfortable more convenient and more energy efficient
transport for bus riders – then lure auto riders into the now far superior mass transit
system.
One thing that may ultimately help CyberTran succeed is its resemblance to a giant penis.
Probably, painting it any type of flesh tone would be too obvious. But surely a marketing
person could do something with the fact CyberTran is bigger than a car, but can tirelessly
keep thrusting forward much longer.
Superior transit could replace all regular route city and suburban buses and about 70% of
automobile mileage. The other 30% won't go away; there are all the functions mentioned
at the beginning of this article that transit won’t work well for. There are people in rural
areas where demand is too scattered to support even the far less expensive transit
CyberTran represents. And there are people who simply will prefer cars to trains.
There are two solutions for them.
A four passenger electric sedan (running at the equivalent of above 200 mpg if the
electricity had come from wind, water or other non-combustion sources with a 20%
transmission loss) was demonstrated in 1997 that had a range of 210 miles at normal
highway speeds before needing recharging and could have retailed for as little as
$20,000196. That is a lot of money; but it was also at the mid, rather than high end for a
new car –even in 1997. There are people for whom that mile range would not be enough;
but there are also plenty who would never drive more than 210 miles in a single day, not
even on vacation. Note that that battery lifespan and cost are not an obstacle to this in
mass production197 .
What about people who need greater range – whether in an occasional rental or for their
daily driving needs? There is a solution for that too - the Hypercar198 .
As with green buildings, this is a case where whole system thinking is the key - where
doing several things at once works better than doing any one of them singly.
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Hybrid autos gain efficiency three places.
First, a gasoline-powered generator produces electricity that in turn drives the car motor.
This is more efficient than burning gasoline to drive motor directly. Heat converts into
electricity more efficiently than high torque mechanical power if weight must be kept
low. Electricity, in turn converts, into high torque mechanical power with almost no loss.
Second, manufacturers have made slight weight reductions.
Third, some use regenerative braking to recover mechanical energy lost in stopping and
slowing.
Hybrid engines alone only increase performance by 30% on average. But, the
combination of all these factors has been known to double mileage for some models.
There have also been prototypes of ultra-light cars - using carbon fiber/fiberglass
composites to produce bodies much lighter than normal cars, with the same or better
strength.
These are much, much more expensive than conventional autos and get double or triple
the mileage.
But if you combine the two technologies various synergies occur.
With the lighter weight the hybrid engine and batteries can be smaller and lighter decreasing weight much more than the simple substitution of carbon and silicon for steel
would suggest. The regenerative breaking gains much more stopping power - so much
more that manual brakes feel like, and are as responsive as power brakes, so power
brakes are not needed. Similarly manual steering is as responsive as power steering.
This increases mileage to the point that the gas tank size can be reduced, decreasing
weight more. Using electric axle motors eliminates the need for a transmission and a lot
of other standard auto parts.
At this point something interesting happens to cost. Even though carbon fiber is about
1000 times as expensive per pound as steel, you are using a lot fewer pounds. And much
of cost of steel parts is shaping the steel; with carbon fiber/fiberglass composites, parts
are extruded pre-shaped. The car uses ten to twenty composite parts vs. hundreds of steel
parts. Paint is baked in, so the painting step that can represent as much as 15% of the
manufacturing cost of a car is eliminated.
As a result, this ultra-light weight, ultra-efficient car costs less to manufacture than a
comparable conventional car. Savings in labor, capital equipment, and manufacturing
energy more than make up the increased material cost.
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You end up with a better car too. Safety in even a small hyper-car far exceeds that of the
best SUVs. Carbon fiber (and passengers enclosed by it) will survive collisions a lot
better than steel. (This doesn't mean that you can't make a hypercar SUV as well.) A
Hypercar can be expected to last much longer than a conventional car. (Carbon fiber lasts
longer than steel -even when diluted with fiberglass.) Fewer parts mean that maintenance
is simpler - both diagnosis of problems and their repair are easier.
They can have any feature any other car has - air conditioning, power windows, sunroofs
or whatever.
No one has actually built one commercially for a number of reasons - including the fact
that it would make every existing auto manufacturing plant obsolete, and cannibalize
sales of existing models - forcing the write-off of unamortized capital equipment. U.S.
auto makers might have done it anyway as a blow against their competition, but the
American auto industry does not sacrifice short-term profits to gain market share. The
manufacturers of other nations might have considered it. But US free trade principles
tend to be for other nations to follow. There are already informal (but enforced) quotas on
Japanese automobiles. A foreign manufacture making a radically better car than U.S.
manufacturers would face significant risks of exclusion from the U.S. market.
Someone in another industry might have considered it. But there is more to the auto
industry than making a good product. You need distributors, suppliers, and a unique type
of marketing. So for someone other than an auto company to take this on would require a
deep-pocketed risk taker with an appetite for a fight - not the world’s most common
animal. In short there are plenty of reasons besides practicality for auto makers to resist
Hypercars.
Gasoline powered hypercars would use around one third the energy per mile compared to
conventional automobiles. Battery powered hypercars would do better; the Solectria
Sunrise discussed above was essentially a hypercar EV; the 210 MPG efficiency was
better than a hydrogen car driven by fuel cells.
All of these, CyberTran, electric cars and Hypercars will take time to implement. Is there
something that may be done immediately? Hybrid cars are growing in sales, and already
run to some extent off batteries. Increase that battery capacity, and add a plug so that you
can charge them from the grid; the result is PHEV (Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle). You
can get much of the thermodynamic efficiency improvement you could get with a 100%
electric car, and still have the range of gasoline engine. You don’t have the improvement
you would get with a true Hypercar or electric car, because you don’t have the ultra-light
weight, the other improvements such as good aerodynamics and low rolling resistance,
and you have the mass and complexity of both a larger battery and a fuel tank. But carbon
(and other) emissions are half of those generated by a conventional car199, and they are a
minor modification of automobiles on the market now. We could build them now in our
current factories. In fact conventional hybrids have been customized into PHEVs200 .
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This another way take advantage of batteries that may be superior to a pure electric
hypercar - plugin hybrid hypercars. The could give us almost the efficiency of electric
cars, all the carbon reductions we need, and the convenience of a conventional range and
a 400 mile range with instant refills.
Imagine a hypercar PHEV70 with a seventy mile battery - in the Solectria Sunrise that
would have been ten kWh. You have saved 2/3rds of the weight of the batteries, so you
can spend them on a tank and engine to drive the electric motors when the battery is
discharged the maximum that is safe for it, enough to get about 70 miles. Usually it is
considered that 85% of miles driven by Americans are driven on trips of less than 60
miles in a day, so it is safe to assume that a 70 mile range will let at least than much of
the mileage be driven by batteries. A hypercar should get 75 miles to the gallon, so a
four gallon tank will extend your range to 375 miles, with the ability to refill in any gas
station - reasonable even on long trips. If the grid you charge from is mainly wind, water
and sun charged , you are getting 200 MPG for 85% of your driving, 75 MPG for 15%
and ending up with 181 MPG in energy efficiency (better incidentally that the 5X
efficiency Lovin's claims for hydrogen based hypercars). With a low carbon grid, you
are getting the same carbon reduction an all gasoline car would get at 300 MPG. But if
we can really produce sustainable, carbon neutral biomass, we can do better. Fill that
tank up with 85% biofuel and 15% fossil fuel. The lowest energy biofuels have about
half the BTU value of gasoline or diesel, so as a worst case scenario we need double our
tank size to 8 gallons. But we do have 15% dead dinosaurs in the mix - reduce it back to
6.8 gallons. Also, the lowest energy density biofuels can also generate 30% more power
per Btu in than fossil fuels, because they can be burned more completely. So reduce the
tank back to under five gallons. We have not increased the auto weight substantially, but
if the biofuel came from truly carbon neutral (or carbon negative) biological sources, we
have reduced carbon by another ~74% - due to fossil fuel displacement (more for energy
denser fuels). Carbon emissions and oil use have been reduced 98% per mile compared to
a 25 MPG gasoline car.
There is one last possible efficiency gain in transportation. Assuming that heavy grocery
trips would continue to be done by automobile, there is one other already existing
technology that could greatly reduce energy for this purpose – internet ordering of
groceries to be delivered from local suppliers. A Finnish study showed that if people had
refrigerated reception boxes to hold the groceries such deliveries (so they could be
delivered with an eight hour window, and stores could optimize their delivery schedules)
this would save around 76% of energy use compared to individual trips to the grocery
store201.
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Aside from technology, there is a policy that could win us occasional drops in emissions.
A percentage of the automobiles on the road are old beater cars, worth from $400-$1,800.
They are near or past the end of a conventional automobile lifetime, kept alive as the only
transportation alternative for many of the poor. They mostly get very poor mileage, and
generate high emissions. Periodically, offer the owners of such cars even trades of them
for new or decent used cars with better mileage, lower emissions; most will be glad to
accept them. Or, for a lower cost option, Europe has found that a straight buy-out (at a
premium) of junk cars a very effective way to increase average mileage, and reduce
emissions for the actual on-the-road fleet.
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The following table summarizes selected transportation alternatives155: (note –
percentages calculated from year 2000 table quads)
Transport Mode
Cars

SUVs & Light
Trucks

Motorcycles

Transport
Efficiency Improvements CyberTra
Percent
n
33.34% 70% of miles CyberTran factor 10
2.33%
reduction /25% to electric hyper cars
factor 5.8 reduction/ 5 % to fueled
Hypercars factor 3 reduction
24.22% 70% of miles CyberTran factor 12
1.41%
reduction /10% electric SUV factor 7
reduction/20 % to HyperSUVs factor 3
reduction
0.10% Savings unanalyzed, modeled as
unchanged
0.35% CyberTran - factor 10
0.04%
0.12% Hyperbuses 40% reduction

Other
Electric
1.44%

Fueled

Total

.56%

4.33%

.35%

1.61%

3.37%

0.10%

0.10%

Transit Buses
0.04%
Inter-City Buses
0.07%
0.07%
(currently very
efficient202)
School Buses
0.29% No significant change.
.29%
0.29%
Smart Growth (fewer subsidies for sprawl203) very long term – can make unknown contribution over next 30 years
Medium/Heavy
17.65% 85% to Rail factor 10204, 15% to Hypertrucks 20% reduction
3.62%
3.62%
Trucks
(increased use of rail requires more rail infrastructure, and
changes in tax policies that subsidize trucks)
Construction
1.40% 20% savings replace standard diesel
1.12%
1.12%
vehicles
with hybrid
Agricultural vehicles
2.05% 20% savings replace standard diesel with hybrid
1.64%
1.64%
Air General Aviation
0.64% Savings unanalyzed, modeled as unchanged
0.64%
0.64%
Air Domestic
7.34% High speed CyberTran replaces short
0.14%
0.04%
2.79%
2.97%
Carriers
trips (20% of energy usei ) +
videoconferencing replaces 42% of
business miles (42%205 of 26%206). For
remainder, operational efficiencies such
as turning off engines and towing
planes to runways, doing air
replacement and other power requiring
services on the ground, and better
optimization of scheduling and traffic
control also can save fuel207. The
planes themselves can be gradually
replaced with 20% more efficient
models208; the combined savings is thus
a 29.6% efficiency gain
Air International
1.35% 29.6% savings from immediately prior
0.95%
0.95%
entry.
Water Freight
4.43% 25 % efficiency gain209 non-barge traffic
3.88%
3.88%
– ~50%. (B arges already efficienct210)
Water Recreation
1.14% 25% efficiency gain (same as non0.86%
0.86%
barge freight)
211 ; 212
Pipeline
3.33% 75% volume reduction, + 14%
0.72%
0.72%
efficiency gain
Rail Freight
1.89% Change unanalyzed
1.89%
1.89%
Rail Transit
0.17% Unchanged
0.17%
0.17%
Rail Commuter
0.09% Unchanged
0.09%
0.09%
Rail Intercity
0.07% Unchanged
0.07%
0.07%
Tonnage Reduction
Rail, Truck, and Water freight ton miles
-3.54%
-3.54%
reduced by 40%
Total
3.92%
2.09% 17.27%
23.28%

i

See appendix “How CyberTran May Replace Short Domestic Flights”.
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We have an 77% per capita reduction in transit energy – at somewhere between no
additional costs and a saving - a slightly higher percentage of which is electricity than at
present. CyberTran is cheaper than cars, light trucks, SUVS and planes even before
energy cost is taken into consideration. Hypercars are about the same cost or a bit cheaper
than normal cars – ditto hypertrucks and Hyperbuses. Electric cars, if mass produced,
would be comparable in cost to conventional cars, though with a more limited range.
Heavy rail freight capital costs and maintenance are lower per ton-mile than roads and
trucks, even before energy savings are considered. Telecommuting pays for itself many
times over in fuel costs. Improved water shipping efficiency, and more efficient airplanes
are pretty much break even propositions when it comes to fuel cost.
Logically it would seem that the substantial capital savings in ground transit, ground
freight, short term air flights, and substantial fuel savings from telecommuting
substituting for some air travel, will more than make up for the small capital costs of
slightly improved shipping and planes. That the 77% per capita transportation energy
savings is free, rather than a net capital savings is a highly conservative assumption. The
conservative assumption that the 77% savings is free, that the costs of the savings are
completely paid for by other capital savings, means we can afford to pay five times the
current cost of fossil fuel to run transportation on renewables.
One note on all this: unfortunately one assumption that is normally good falls down badly
here - that fossil fuel consumption roughly tracks emissions. Airplanes, sadly, produce
warming far out of proportion to their carbon emissions. The problem here is water
vapor.
Normally, water vapor causes greenhouse heating only in response to increases in other
greenhouse gases. The troposphere (where we live) mostly is saturated with all the water
it can hold. Put more water in the air and it will precipitate out within a short time maybe a great distance from where it was absorbed. However, if we add carbon dioxide
equivalents to the air, that heats it just a little. The small temperature rise lets the
atmosphere absorb water vapor in greater amounts. In other words, while carbon dioxide
forces the temperature up words, water vapor increases temperature as feedback
mechanism. The way climate scientists often put this is that "water vapor is a feedback,
not a forcing".
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The trouble with jet airplanes is that they emit water in the lower stratosphere, not the
troposphere. They fly above the clouds, where the air is NOT saturated with water. Water
emitted at the level is a forcing, not a feedback. If airplanes were infrequent this would
not matter. Water, even at that level, is not a long term feedback. As a one time thing, it
would soon mix with the troposphere and precipitate out quickly. Unfortunately, airline
schedule are pretty regular from day to day. So jet planes add water to the stratosphere
faster than nature regulatory mechanism can keep up with. We won't have a choice but to
reducing flying even after all "no regrets" reductions are made. This is not a terrible
thing. A luxury configured CyberTran (six people per car - configured with bathrooms,
water, drinks and snacks) could get you 3,000 miles in under two days. (It could actually
travel that distance in 20 hours, but we are assuming stops for meals , stretch breaks, and
an overnight stop for sleeping.) For long journeys like this, if we can get Maglev or other
very highs speed electric trains to work, we could end up coming close to airplane speed,
and simply eliminate air travel for any trip that does not cross large bodies of water. Ultra
high speed trains are not particularly energy efficient. (Maglev is especially egregious
due to the embedded energy in Maglev tracks.) But energy efficiency is not (for a
change) the point; even if high speed rail consumes more energy than planes, the global
warming effect is still lower. And if the electricity for this purpose comes from solar or
wind energy than the global warming effect is near zero.
At any rate flying won't have to be zero. We may, due to having delayed so long to tackle
a problem that was widely foreseen in the 1970's, have to drastically reduce it for a while.
There will be more replacement of international travel with long distance communication.
Most long distance travel over land will be by trains. Most long distance travel over water
will be by ship. We will find higher speed versions of both trains and ships; but overall
long distance travel will be slower. The world won't be quite as small for a while. But in
the long run, if we survive otherwise, we will find a solution to this as well.
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